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USS Silverwing Issue 2 © copyright November 2021 by Jeffrey L. Wilcox. The USS Silverwing is a 

local chapter (centered in western New York state) of the national-level Starfleet Command 

Quadrant One. Both are amateur, non-profit organizations with the interest in socializing with like-

minded fans of science fiction (in general) and the various series of Star Trek. PDF copies of this 

newsletter are for members of the SFCQ1, anyone who asks, and “the usual” (letters of comment, 

art, news, etc.).  

******************************************************************************* 

Where to begin: By the second issue of this 

newsletter, I have had offers of help with the development of this new Silverwing chapter from all 

quarters. The new communications methods make this activity so much easier and faster than in 

the old days with snail mail, and even the electronic versions of just eight/nine years ago (when I 

tried starting up the USS Silverfox chapter). Thank you all for these offers, it is very much 

appreciated.  

   And as for any help with the USS Silverwing, the only thing I could really use (as I told Yvette 

Blackmon of the USS Gerard Holder) is hearing about any solitary fans who haven’t found a 

steady SFC chapter to hang out with. As mentioned last issue, I have a USS Silverwing Facebook 

page, this newsletter (‘natch), and Zoom meetings. A Chat feature for the Silverwing is in the 
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works. Plus I have just registered the chapter on the Fandom Directory. We’ll get something going 

here. 

Starfleet Awards Ceremony: 

 

 

Pardon Me, I Have to Visit with My Favorite Doctor 

   Here is some news on the Britain’s Doctor Who show. 

   First off, the show’s first female version of the Doctor, starring Jodie Whitaker, is coming into 

the third season. This season will feature a six-part epic adventure, and three special edition stories 

( 


